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angnam Style, K-Pop, kimchee, bulgogi, “Winter Sonata” and “Daejanggum”—these are the words that most commonly come to mind when foreigners think of Korea. While these cultural icons have contributed immensely to the popularity of Korean music, cuisine and television viewing at home and abroad, they are only a small part of Korean history, tradition and culture. My aim in this book is to expand readers’ awareness of Korea by adding another word, one that is an integral part of Korean architectural history and, with it, culture. The word is hanok and it refers to the traditional wooden house structure that originated in the Joseon Dynasty in the late fourteenth century.

As a one and a half generation Korean-American, returning to live in Korea was not an easy adjustment for me. During my first two years in Korea, I developed a love–hate relationship with my old–new home. My return was a constant process of learning to assimilate into a culture that I had left behind when I was a mere eight years old. Being bilingual helped tremendously with the transition, but the Korea I remembered was old-fashioned, distant and quaint compared to the bustling concrete jungle that now surrounded me. My fondest memory of my childhood was of running through our neighborhood, a maze of narrow winding paths that separated hanok, and the seemingly endless waves of tiled roofs. Reminiscing on my childhood home in my very own hanok is where I got the idea for this book.

I believe anything old is new again and people yearn to return to the basics. Many Koreans today are growing up walled off, surrounded by concrete partitions separating them from the world outside. They long for an environmentally friendly architectural space of their own. One of the hanok featured in this book is owned by a popular interior designer who is involved in the social media community of Korea. Whenever he tweets or posts photos of his hanok, his young followers comment how envious they are and how they would love a hanok of their own. Living in a hanok is now considered trendy!

A few years ago, when visiting a friend’s newly built hanok, I was amazed by the interior. Whereas the exterior remained traditional, the inside of her home was completely modern. It was the opposite of what I remembered about early hanok. I began to search for books on these distinctive traditional Korean homes to satisfy my curiosity, but it was quickly apparent that very little had been published in English (or Korean) about them. Detailed descriptions are essential in understanding the history and the reasoning behind structures like hanok. I felt that the integral aspects of hanok—their beauty, harmony
and simplicity—could best be demonstrated through a photographic book with accompanying text. I wanted readers to be able to imagine themselves in one of these honorable and elegant houses.

In order to turn my dream into reality, I had to find twelve representative hanok that showed style and taste. The process of locating, selecting and receiving permission to enter and publicize these homes was the most difficult challenge in producing the book. Not only did I have to search hard for these homes, I had to make sure they represented the complete range of hanok, from old to new, and be of sufficient size and within the city limits. I wanted to show how the hanok has fared over the years and how it has changed to suit modern needs while remaining historically appealing. Once I was able to identify my ideal group of hanok, I next had to seek permission from the owners to write about and photograph their homes. I shall be forever grateful to these people for opening up their private living spaces to my team, thereby giving readers, far and wide, a rare glimpse into the Korean hanok experience.

One of the owners whose home is featured in the book told me that building a hanok was like a circus. Both require many “performers,” each dependent on the collaboration and cooperation of the others for success. A hanok’s beauty and durability depends on the architect who has to understand the materials and the steps in the construction processes; the stonemason who chisels rocks and lays the foundation; the carpenter who erects wooden support beams and other members without using a single nail; the roof tiler who achieves both function and beauty with his care; the paper expert who covers wood-framed windows and doors and walls. Every part of the process is done by specialists using only the finest natural materials—earth, stone, wood and paper—in an integrated sequence. According to Korean philosophy, humans are born into the world with no possessions and leave without a trace. Hanok are similar; all that remains is the foundation. The philosophy of life that Koreans live by is still apparent in a hanok, whether modern or traditional in style, and the concept of harmony with nature is constant.

It is now over fifteen years since I returned to Korea and I can say unreservedly that my relationship with my homeland is one of love above anything else because of my deeper appreciation of all that it has to offer. My hope is that readers will appreciate and understand the Korean hanok as a piece of architectural history, as a way of preserving Korean culture and as a thing of beauty.

—Nani Park
A walk through Seoul brings to mind *bibimbap*, the colorful mixed rice and vegetable dish that has come to represent Korean food in the minds of many. Like *bibimbap*, Seoul has distinct forms of architecture that mix to create the electric unified whole that defies easy description. To many, this “mixed Seoul” appears light gray at first glance, but it soon turns that image on its head as bold colors and unique designs catch the eye upon closer examination.

The “mixed Seoul” of today, of course, is a new city, a product of nearly a half century of rapid economic growth since industrialization began in the early 1960s. Before the boom, Seoul looked more uniform as traditional architectural ideas and practices created a more orderly cityscape. Seoul was founded in 1394 as the capital of the Joseon Dynasty that ruled Korea until 1910. From its founding to the end of the nineteenth century, Seoul was an ocean of tile and thatched roofs with official buildings popping up like islands. All buildings in Seoul were built of wood and used natural materials, such as stone and paper. Like many Asian cities, a wall surrounded the city and only residents were allowed on the inside after dark. Four large gates and four smaller gates in the wall controlled the flow of people and goods into the city.

Toward the end of the nineteenth century, foreign powers, both Western and Asian, began to fight for hegemony over Korea. Japan eventually won the day and subjected Korea to colonial rule from 1910 to 1945. During the late nineteenth century, foreign missionaries, diplomats and traders brought Western architectural styles to Korea and brick churches and multi-floor box-like buildings began to pierce the traditional cityscape. The streetscape changed, too, as roads were widened and paved to make way for streetcars.

The Japanese colonial period brought rapid change to Seoul as Japan sought to integrate Korea deeply into the Japanese economy. As part of that effort, Japan turned Seoul, which it had renamed as Keijo, into a regional administrative city that was subservient to central power in Tokyo. Japan built imposing public buildings, some of which remain today, to house modern Japanese institutions: schools, hospitals, post offices and police stations. Many of these buildings were built on sites that once held detached palaces and other official buildings. Architecture related to Korean cultural heritage, meanwhile, was recast to represent Korean culture as “local culture” within greater Japan. Many of the buildings in Gyeongbokgung Palace, for example, were demolished (most of the wood, stones and roof tiles were
reused) and the headquarters of the colonial government was built on the grounds in 1926, leaving the remaining palace buildings as touches of local color for tourists.

The later years of Japanese colonial rule brought industrialization and a surge in the population of Seoul. Japan’s seizure of Manchuria in 1931 and invasion of China proper in 1937 turned Korea into an important base for military operations. Seoul became a magnate for people from other regions of Korea and from Japan proper. The city expanded beyond the wall, and parts of which were destroyed to make way for roads and buildings. The housing shortage of the 1920s became acute in the 1930s, forcing the colonial government to encourage the construction of new housing. Large plots of “developable land” inside the wall were divided into small plots to allow for greater density and new areas of tract housing outside the wall were developed.

The housing boom in the 1930s stimulated the development of new forms of residential architecture. One of the most experimental forms was the “city hanok” that emerged in the late 1920s and 1930s. The word hanok is used to refer to traditional Korean houses of various sizes. Han means “Korea” and ok means “house.” As a genre of residential architecture, the hanok is most noted for its use of heated floors, known as ondol, which originated thousands of years ago in the Korean Peninsula for heating in the cold winter. The ondol heating system used timber to heat a fire in a stove next to the house. Heat from the fire spread under the floor, heating the stones in the process. Smoke escaped through a chimney, and the stones of the floor were covered with oiled paper to prevent any smoke from coming into the room. The same fire was also used for cooking. Because timber was limited, heated rooms were small and had small windows. Hanok also had unheated rooms with wood floors. These rooms were larger, had more windows and were used mainly in the warmer seasons.

Over thousands of years, the hanok has adapted well to the Korean climate and the practical needs of residents. The mixture of heated and unheated rooms saves energy and helps make the house comfortable throughout the year. Below the tiles on the roof is a layer of dirt that helps insulate the house in the winter and cool it in the summer. The eaves of the roof are short enough to allow sunlight to enter the house in the winter but long enough to keep it away during the summer. The eaves also help keep rain from hitting the house, which protects the wood. The posts sit on stone bases, which prevent them from rotting. The paper windows breathe and allow light into the house but keep out wind and help retain heat in the winter.

Like other types of vernacular architecture, hanok were built by master carpenters who designed the house on site, often as it was being built. The process of building a hanok starts with preparing the stone bases and the foundation for the heated floor. The frame of wooden posts and beams goes up next, followed by the roof. After the frame and roof are up, the walls of clay and rice straw are built and the floors are put in. The final stage of construction consists of attaching the windows and papering the heated floors, walls and windows. Traditionally, hanok were built of the following four elements: wood, stone, clay (including roof tiles) and paper. A small amount of iron was used for hinges and locks.
The size and structure of a hanok varied with social class. Aristocrats lived in estates that consisted of several elegant structures with tile roofs. The men’s quarters, or sarangchae, was where the senior man of the house lived, studied and entertained guests. It combined elegance with minimalist aesthetics. The women’s quarters, or anchae, was larger and was where women lived and raised children. The kitchen was attached to this part of the house. The two parts of the house were close to each other but were separated by a wall. Estates also had a number of servants who lived in the servants’ quarters, or hengnangchae, located near to the other two buildings. Behind the kitchen was an area for storing kimchi and other condiments. Many estates also had a small ancestral shrine, or sadang, that was used in annual ceremonies in honor of ancestors. Peasant houses, by contrast, were usually a simple structure with a few rooms and a thatched roof. In Seoul and several other provincial centers, lower-ranking bureaucrats and merchants lived in smaller houses with tile roofs.

Built on small lots that were divided from larger lots, city hanok applied traditional hanok building principles to the new urban environment of limited space. Built of wood, city hanok had curving tile roofs typical of the larger houses in Seoul up to the end of the nineteenth century. They used many of the same materials, for example stone for heated floors and paper to cover the floors and walls. The kitchen was reduced in size but was still lower than the rest of the house so that heat from cooking fires could flow under the floor of neighboring rooms in winter. Though criticized for crowding too many people into a small space, the city hanok proved popular and spread quickly in old areas of the city inside the wall and to expanding areas outside the wall.

As products of the industrial age, city hanok included innovations that made use of new materials pouring out of local factories. Bricks replaced stones for exterior walls and glass replaced paper in the windows. Large glass windows facing the courtyard often had a set of paper-covered windows on the inside that helped to keep out drafts in the cold Seoul winters. The interior courtyard, or madang, was often paved in concrete with tile covering the border areas. The small lots required a number of design changes. Limited space, for example, made it difficult to dedicate space for long eaves so these were shortened and gutters installed to catch rainwater. The houses, each with an interior courtyard, came in standard shapes similar to letters of the Korean hangeul writing system. Large houses were shaped like the letter mieum (ㅁ), mid-sized houses like the letter digeut (ㄷ) and small houses like the letter giyeok (ㄱ). Odd-shaped lots made for some exceptions but most conformed to one of these patterns.

The most famous place for city hanok in Seoul is the Bukchon neighborhood that sits between Gyeongbokgung Palace and Changdeokgung Palace. The houses in Gahoe-dong, the most photographed part of the neighborhood, were built in the mid-1930s by Segwon Jeong (1888–1965), a house builder who is credited with developing the city hanok style. Jeong was part of the cultural nationalist movement that began in the 1920s. Demonstrations advocating Korean independence spread around the nation on March 1, 1919. The Japanese put down the demonstrations but adopted a more lenient form of rule. Newspapers in Korean appeared and Korean cultural activity increased. The cultural nationalists were interested in promoting Korean

FOLLOWING SPREAD: Dusk in mid-summer in Seoul brings a breeze into the courtyard and through the house. As in a traditional hanok, the courtyard here functions as an extension of the living space but with a modern twist: a glass roof between the two wings of the house allows the courtyard-cum-patio to be used on rainy days.
cultural activity in order to preserve Korean identity amid the weight of Japanese rule. The wealthy Jeong knew many of the movement’s leaders and contributed financially to their cause.

Like many preservation activists today, Jeong feared that development would destroy the Korean character of the city. Large lots that once held aristocratic estates in Bukchon were in danger because owners who had fallen on hard times after the collapse of the Joseon Dynasty in 1910 were being forced to sell their property to survive. Jeong wanted to prevent the Japanese from moving in, so he bought much of Gahoe-dong with the intention of developing it in Korean style.

Segwon Jeong’s Korean style first developed in Ikseon-dong, an area south of Bukchon that has become a “hanok island” in the center of Seoul. In 1930, Jeong bought a large plot of empty land where a small detached royal palace once stood. He divided the land into smaller lots and put alleys in between them for access. Lots in different alleys varied in size so that houses of different sizes could be built. In this new space, he first tested the construction of city hanok on a large scale. The houses, of varying shapes and sizes, were built en masse and then sold after construction ended. The roots of the city hanok remain clearly on display in Ikseon-dong today: rows of houses with brick walls, short eaves, glass windows and brick and tile walls. Front doors lead into small courtyards that provide access to all the rooms. In Ikseon-dong, Jeong achieved his goal of developing a “Korean-style house for Koreans” and later applied the lessons learned to Gahoe-dong, his magnum opus.

By the late 1930s, the Japanese war effort brought residential construction to a halt. In 1942, the thirty-three core members of the Korean Language Society were sent to jail as “subversives” and Jeong’s assets were confiscated because of his support for the group. The dark years of World War II were followed by political turmoil after liberation in August of 1945. Competition between the United States and the Soviet Union exacerbated the turmoil and led to the creation of two states in 1948. In 1950, North Korea invaded South Korea, leading to a bitter war that ended with a ceasefire in 1953. The war left both Koreas in ruins.
Recovery from the war was slow in South Korea, but it moved forward. Damage to Bukchon was minimal because the city changed hands quickly as the front line moved south and then north. As Korea recovered from the war, construction of city hanok resumed, though not on the mass scale of the 1930s, and continued until the mid-1960s.

The Korean economy took off in the mid-1960s, which caused the population of Seoul and other major cities to surge as young people poured into the cities to fill jobs in booming factories. To deal with the housing shortage, the government focused its efforts on building apartment complexes. The economic boom and incumbent social change caused Koreans to turn away from their cultural heritage and to embrace, in particular, Western and American lifestyles. The combination of government policy and social change caused the city hanok to fall out of favor, causing carpenters, roofers and stone cutters to look for work in other fields. By the 1990s, only a handful of skilled hanok craftsmen remained and most worked on restoring and maintaining cultural relics.

Perhaps because of its location between the two most important royal palaces, Bukchon always had a special place in the hearts and minds of Korean architects and cultural activists. Famous architect Swoogeun Kim (1931–86), for example, grew up in Bukchon, as did many other luminary cultural figures of the twentieth century. From its beginning in the mid-1930s to the early 1970s, Bukchon was home to educated and well-off Koreans. After prestigious high schools in Bukchon moved to newly developed areas south of the Hangang River in the mid-1970s, property values began to decline as wealthy Koreans moved out. By the late 1970s, architects and others began to worry about the future of Bukchon and encouraged the city government to take a more active role in preservation. In 1984, the government responded by creating the Gahoe-dong Hanok Preservation District. The move prevented any construction that altered the appearance of the hanok but this frustrated residents who wanted to update their house to changing lifestyles.

As Seoul boomed in the last third of the twentieth century, the city hanok was on the verge of extinction. The situation greatly worsened in the early 1990s after changes in building laws allowed the construction of multi-floor, multi-family dwellings on the small lots of land where hanok once stood. In the span of a few years, hanok and other low-rise houses were destroyed at a torrid pace and replaced by three- and four-story multi-family dwellings. The destruction even spread to Bukchon, particularly after restrictions on new construction in the preservation district were lifted. Construction companies eager to build apartment complexes approached residents in areas with a high concentration of hanok and encouraged them to participate in redevelopment, which meant demolishing the entire neighborhood and building an apartment complex. As apartment prices soared, the lure of making a profit by leaving an aging, inconvenient house was too strong to ignore and many residents became supporters of redevelopment.

After the massive wave of hanok destruction in the early 1990s, preservationists and the city government became alarmed and began work on plans to protect what was left of Bukchon. Recognizing that the rigid restrictions of the 1980s left owners unhappy and houses in bad condition, the city decided to adopt a system of incentives to help owners renovate their houses. The system
offered an outright cash grant combined with a no-interest loan to hanok owners who renovated their houses according to architecture and design guidelines. As word of the coming change spread, aficionados of traditional Korean culture began to buy hanok in Bukchon with the aim of renovating them. By the early 2000s, the economy had recovered from the 1997 economic crisis and renovations to hanok in Bukchon began in earnest and continue, albeit at a slower pace, today.

The first wave of renovations caused controversy because it changed the appearance of the houses considerably. Preservationists were alarmed at the extent of the changes and began to complain that the scale of the renovations went beyond what was necessary and, in some cases, equaled new construction. Architects and builders, meanwhile, argued that the houses needed a full-scale gut renovation or, in some cases, complete reconstruction so that they could be updated to contemporary needs. The city’s design guidelines complicated the matter because they required owners to abandon the aesthetics of the city hanok in favor of traditional Joseon-period aesthetics of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Sliding glass windows were replaced by outward-opening windows with a dense lattice typical of traditional Korean design. Traditional Korean paper was pasted onto glass panes to make the windows look traditional. This created a neo-traditional or “neo-Joseon” style that evoked images of rural gentry, or yangban, living in country estates.

The pace of renovation began to slow in 2010 as the city turned its attention to Seochon, the neighborhood on the opposite side of Gyeongbokgung Palace. The area has a number of hanok and was threatened by redevelopment until 2008. To counter the pressure for redevelopment, the city applied the same system of incentives for renovation to Seochon. As the city’s interest shifted to Seochon, controversies in Bukchon began moving toward a tentative conclusion. Growing interest in hanok contributed to a greater appreciation of city hanok and the history behind them. Examples of innovative, often bold, designs have shown that hanok can be updated to contemporary needs and tastes. The tentative conclusion coming from Bukchon thus suggests the emergence of a new genre of hanok that incorporate the aesthetics of city hanok from the 1930s and the neo-traditional style from the early 2000s: the “mixed hanok.” This new genre allows for experimentation and, perhaps more importantly, the expression of the owner’s personality. Like the city of Seoul itself, they appear similar from afar but sparkle with the color of individuality up close.

As Korea has matured in the early years of this century, hanok have become popular again. Busy, overworked baby boomers, many of whom were raised in a hanok, have rediscovered it as an environmentally friendly sanctuary that helps their well-being. Younger people, meanwhile, have discovered hanok for the first time and have taken to it as a way to escape the boredom of sterile apartment complexes. The houses in this book offer a look at a variety of “mixed hanok,” some new and some old, that tell the story of how this unique Korean tradition has overcome the challenges of modernity to become the most innovative and beloved type of housing in Korea today.

—Robert J. Fouser

RIGHT Hanok interiors reflect the personality of the owner through a mixture of art and furniture. Exteriors tend to be more uniform, with variation found in how the building interacts with the surrounding natural environment.
Oidong
Pyulchang
House in Oi-dong

우이동 별장
Moved from the center of Seoul in the 1950s, this is a rare example of a late nineteenth-century hanok estate house. Being the grandest structure in the estate, the house was located at the center of the property, which included several outer buildings. Typical of Korean hanok estates during the 1930s to mid-1950s, it was enclosed by a wall pierced by several gates for access.

In the mid-1950s there was intense pressure on owners to dismantle large estates and convert them into smaller lots to accommodate city hanok. The owners of this house were passionate about preserving Korean traditions after half a century of Japanese colonial rule and the rapid changes they witnessed after the Korean War (1950–3). Rather than destroy the house, they decided to move it to a secluded area on what was then the outskirts of Seoul. The move allowed them to reconstruct the original estate complex on the new property. The owners were pioneers for their time and the house continues to reflect the love and attention they lavished on it.

Inside the house, the most striking feature is the size of the main living room compared to a city hanok. The width of the room required long and sturdy crossbeams to support the high open ceiling with its exposed rafters. The height of the ceiling gives the room a sense of grandeur. Behind the main room is a Western-style dining room, once the location of the courtyard between the two wings of the house, which was added to the house for a more functional flow between the living room and kitchen.

The current owner of the hanok is a Swedish woman whose husband and his family owned the home. She came to Korea in the early 1960s after marrying, and raised two generations in the home. Every room contains examples of both heritages, Korean and Swedish. There is a wonderful mixture of traditional Korean art and furniture and family heirlooms from Sweden, including the chandelier that once belonged to her family in Sweden, which hangs prominently in the dining room. The owner proudly carries on the family tradition of caring for the house and, by extension, preserving Korean culture.
The upholstered furniture in the Western-style living room complements the sturdy traditional beam-and-rafter structure supporting the heavy tile roof. The height of the roof, softened by hanging paper light shades, allows plenty of light into the room.

A free-standing folding screen, chests both low and high decorated with beautiful brass fittings, and vivid silk floor cushions figure prominently in the traditional Korean living room that leads off the Western-style living room. The furnishings complement the glistening varnished paper on the raised floor, which is heated in winter by under-floor hot water pipes. The paper-covered sliding doors behind the bed beyond open to storage space and stairs that lead to a large attic.
ABOVE  The dining room, like the living room, displays Korean antiques and objects that harmonize with the Western-style table setting.

OPPOSITE  The living areas are decorated with an intriguing mix of Korean and Western antiques and ornamental objects that have been in the family for decades, many displayed for best effect against a background of paper-covered sliding doors.
ABOVE AND OPPOSITE: The grounds surrounding the house offer ample space for displaying rustic antique Korean stone sculptures, such as a guardian figure from a tomb (above left) and a pagoda on a pedestal from a Buddhist temple (above right and opposite). The elegant lines of the sloping tiled roof, formed of adjacent layers of concave and convex tiles terminating in ornamental circular end tiles, are visible through the trees. An auspicious sign is placed above the entrance doors.
Yun Posun Residence

Residence of Yun Posun, Second President of Korea

윤보선 고택
This house is undoubtedly the most famous hanok in Seoul. Occupying a large property on a picturesque street in Anguk-dong, the entrance to Bukchon, it is the last remaining example of a nineteenth-century hanok estate occupied by the same family for five generations. The house is located on Yun Posun Gil (street), named after its most famous resident, former President Yun Posun (1897–1990), the second president of the Republic of Korea (1960–2). President Yun remained active in politics long after his term finished and the house was an important meeting place for politicians. Today, the house, located on what was once the courtyard between the two wings of the house, is occupied by his son. Known simply as “President Yun Posun’s house,” it remains much loved by those who respect Yun Posun’s efforts to help Korea become a thriving democracy.

Built around 1870, the estate consists of the main house where the family lives and several subsidiary houses and buildings. President Yun was educated at the University of Edinburgh and, after returning to Korea, decided to integrate Korean and Western culture. The creative blending of the two cultures is most evident and creative in the formal Western-style dining room, which former President Yun built for the comfort of foreign dignitaries. The dining room table, for example, is enhanced with inlaid mother-of-pearl Korean motifs and its edge has an upward-curving lip typical of traditional Korean tables. He also had dinnerware made that was suitable for both Western and Korean dining.

A high wall surrounds the entire estate and smaller walls border each of the other houses. This reflects the Korean tradition of dividing the estate into spaces for men, women and children, and servants. The family currently lives in the section of the house that was reserved for women and children. Over the years, the house has been renovated to meet the needs and conveniences of contemporary family living. The internal layout of the house, however, has remained the same, with each room retaining its original size and shape. Although maintenance and updating of the estate are ongoing, the original details are still evident, such as the location of the brick paths that were designed for viewing the houses from different angles to appreciate the gentle curve of the roofs. The house has been designated an Historical Site by the Korean Government and is often used to host events for worthy causes and for entertaining foreign dignitaries.
President Yun frequently entertained here and had the yellow dinnerware specially made so that it would be suitable for both Korean and Western cuisine. An attractive feature in the room is the octagonal latticed ventilation windows on either side of the latticed doors.

The fireplace in the formal dining room is flanked by ornate Korean chests, comfortable custom-made armchairs and bold ceramic jars. The dark hue of the wooden floor and furniture is offset by the pale yellow Korean silk papered walls and the red lacquered folding table and side tables.
ABOVE Metal pulls attached to the leaves of the windows on the terrace are molded in the shape of a lion’s head. They were designed by President Yun, who received his Master’s degree in archaeology from the University of Edinburgh. He drew on his experience in Scotland to create the hybrid Korean–Western style that makes this house unique.

RIGHT One of the most important aspects of a hanok is balance and symmetry. The long, narrow terrace in front of the windows is found only in large houses. It provides a layer of privacy when the windows are open in the warmer months. The large blossoming tree in front, a species of the rose family (Rosa rugosa), softens the symmetry and linearity of the house.
The house is full of wonderful detail, such as the beautifully curving tiled roof of the guest house that allows water to drain off, an old brass ashtray on a highly polished table, the imposing roofed pedestrian gate to the guest house, and the lacquered dining table with traditional upward-curling lip.

A rare red lacquer table with woven rattan inset provides a vivid contrast to the dark wood of President Yun’s customized hybrid Korean-Western armchair.
With its dark wood and Korean antiques, this sitting room in the main house evokes the rusticity of the early twentieth-century Arts and Crafts movement. Wooden screens with vertical and horizontal rodding slide in front of glass panes to modulate the amount of natural light in the room. The upholstered chairs by Korean designer Youngbaek Min blend beautifully with the antique chest in the center of the room, once used for holding money and valuables. The finely woven mat on the floor is for summer use and is replaced with a carpet in winter.

Surrounded by gardens, the guest house also serves as a place for intimate gatherings. President Yun liked to entertain here during the summer months. The lines of the hip-and-gable roof, its wooden eaves providing variable amounts of light, air and privacy to the interior spaces, are said to reflect the gracefulness of a crane’s wings as it lands. The pathways allow 70 percent of the roof to be seen from different angles.
LEFT The room in the foreground contains exquisite mother-of-pearl inlay lacquer furniture on its papered floor. The designs depict stories through traditional Korean flora and fauna motifs.

ABOVE All the decorations in the house have meaning. The white plaques attached to posts (bottom left), for example, contain famous quotations from the Chinese classics that serve as reminders to learning and moral behavior.
Mumuheon
House Full of Emptiness
무무헌
Situated on the corner of a street in Gahoe-dong, a neighborhood that used to be the preserve of nobles, scholars and government officials, this house is an example of bringing the past into the present and future. In the mid-1930s, a model house for the Gahoe-dong city hanok development was built on the site. Seventy years later, a new hanok designed by noted architect Doojin Hwang was erected in its place. Hwang, who has no formal training in traditional Korean architecture, used the project to learn all he could about hanok and has since designed some of the most innovative hanok in the Bukchon neighborhood.

The name of the house, Mumuheon, or “House Full of Emptiness,” perfectly encapsulates the Zen-like ambience of this home in the middle of bustling Seoul. The owner wanted a retreat from the busy world of work, an orthodox design that would create a peaceful space for practicing calligraphy and displaying his art collection. The simplicity of the design, some innovative features and the natural courtyard have helped him achieve his goal. Notably, this is the only house in the book that shows no chairs or beds. The floor is used for relaxing, working, dining and sleeping. Short tables are used when dining and bedding is placed on the heated floor at night.

Built in the style of a city hanok, the three sides of the house—the entrance and guest suite along the street side, the long main house opposite the entrance, and the kitchen between them at the far end—form a U shape centered around a courtyard. Three rooms merge into each other in the main house. The daecheong maru, or main room, at one end, is the calligraphy area. It has an open southern exposure and is raised slightly higher than the rest of the house to allow a view of roofs and a glimpse of the Seoul skyline. It has a traditional papered wooden floor but with a modern twist: the area under the floor is heated with hot water pipes, not heat from a fire in the kitchen. Adjoining the calligraphy room is a central wood-floored area whose doors face the entrance building, and on the other side of this, the owner’s bedroom. All three rooms are replete with the subtle white tones of Korean paper made from natural wood pulp and all are furnished minimally with low tables and chests. Storage space is hidden behind sliding doors, including an attic above the kitchen. In a typical city hanok, access to the kitchen is from the courtyard but here several stairs also connect the bedroom with the kitchen. To the left of the kitchen, adjoining the street, is a small bedroom with a bathroom and kitchenette for guests.
**OPPOSITE** In Korea, pine trees symbolize longevity and steadfastness. A pine in the garden, such as this one near the exterior wall of the courtyard outside the calligraphy room, is thought to bring good luck to the residents of a house.

**ABOVE** Built nearly ten years ago, the paper floors of the calligraphy room (above left) and guest room (above right) to the left of the kitchen and the wooden floor of the central area have aged naturally, giving them a warm, rustic feel. The owner prefers to practice calligraphy on uncluttered floors, hence the absence of bulky furniture.
ABOVE Traditional Korean paper, one of the most important finishing materials in hanok, is glued to all surfaces in the calligraphy room: the floor, walls and ceiling as well as the frames and cross-ribs of the windows. The large paper-covered windows diffuse harsh sunlight to softly bathe the room in natural light, ideal for the art of calligraphy. A tall cabinet holds calligraphy supplies and implements.

RIGHT The rooms in a hanok are defined by dividers that can be opened and closed depending on the weather. In winter, dividers close those rooms with heated floors and covered ceilings for thermal efficiency. The unheated central area has a wooden floor and larger openings: doors that lead outside.
ABOVE AND RIGHT  In a departure from tradition, small alcoves replace conventional doored wardrobes and are used for displaying the owner’s collections of art and antiques in the main bedroom (above) and the guest room (right), which is really two small rooms divided by sliding doors (page 51).

LEFT AND ABOVE LEFT  The simplicity and whiteness of the walls and design features of the main bedroom contrast with the ornate details and rich tones visible in the owner’s antique collection.
Above: Wrapped around the corner of two streets, the house is bordered by a wall of roughly hewn rocks punctuated with entrance steps. The house’s sturdy walls, comprising granite blocks at the bottom, a strip of red bricks bearing a simple key fret design of repeating rectangular spirals in the center, and white plaster on top, support the weight of the roof. The flat, rounded dripping tiles along the edge of the roof, placed between the circular end tiles, direct rainwater away from the house, protecting the timber framework.

Right: In keeping with tradition, the kitchen (top right) is placed below the level of other rooms in the house, adding to the feel of a country house far from the city. A door behind the kitchen (top right) leads to the guest room. The rubber slippers (bottom right) are rarely used in the city today but are still common in rural areas.
Jamyongseosil
Jamyong’s House of Playing and Reading

자명서실
Located near the end of a quiet alley in Gahoe-dong, this hanok was built in 2005 as interest in hanok as a contemporary house form began to grow. In developing plans for the house, the owner focused on enjoying the aesthetics of traditional hanok and incorporating the spectacular views of the location. Situated on a hill, the house offers what is unique to Seoul, a city surrounded by mountainous ranges.

Like many newly built hanok in the first years of the new millennium, this house follows traditional hanok aesthetics more closely than recent houses. This trend reflects the interest in traditional, pre-twentieth century aesthetics that accompanied the rediscovery of hanok in the late 1990s. The overhangs, for example, are long, extending beyond the walls of the house, which gives them a beautiful traditional curve. In the case of this house, which is primarily constructed of timber, extended eaves also protect the house from the elements.

The house is long, with a toenmaru, or wooden terrace, set inside the main part of the building as was common in traditional houses, and wings at each end that extend into the long, narrow courtyard. The wing at the entrance to the house is a formal dining room and the other, at the far end, is a numaru, or elevated room, used for tea, surrounded by a veranda. This type of floor plan is more traditional than the enclosed courtyard of a city hanok.

The house is one of the first in Gahoe-dong to sit above a semi-basement. Since then, semi-basements, and even fully submerged basements, have become a common way of creating more space while conforming to zoning restrictions aimed at preserving the character of the neighborhood. The exterior wall of the house, which is softened by bamboo, hides the windows of the semi-basement completely.

The house is particularly beautiful at night when the simple lattice windows of the two wings cast a beautiful glow into the courtyard. The long main part of the house in between casts a warm glow as light reflects up from the wooden terrace. The view from the dining room window, meanwhile, shows the night lights of Seoul above the gentle curve of the house below. The prime location of the dining room reflects the owner’s idea that a hanok is a place for people to gather and share camaraderie in a beautiful setting.
LEFT The head sculpture is part of the owner's captivating collection of contemporary art sprinkled throughout the house.

ABOVE The house has tastefully designed modern furniture that suits the traditional Korean floor-sitting lifestyle. As in many renovated hanok, the wooden floors in this newly constructed house are warmed using the ondol system of under-floor heated water pipes.
LEFT An open multi-purpose shelving unit to the right of the entrance replaces the conventional shoe closet found in most Korean homes, giving the entry contemporary flair. Korea has one of the longest traditions in the world of removing shoes before entering a house and of sitting on the floor for most activities.

RIGHT This corridor, leading to the dining room wing, creates a feeling of space but also helps to insulate the rooms behind it that are closed off with paper-covered doors.
LEFT The dining room, furnished with a sleek contemporary black table, offers a spectacular view of the neighboring hanok, downtown Seoul and Mt Namsan beyond. The three layers of window coverings in the room—sliding paper-covered windows in front of sliding glass windows and outer folding lattices—diffuse harsh sunlight in summer and keep out drafts in winter.

ABOVE A contemporary sculpture at one end of the dining room table contrasts with the symmetry of the framed window view of the courtyard, terrace and numaru wing.
**Above:** Contemporary art provides color and surprise against the subtle white and earth tones typical of a hanok.

**Opposite:** Small traditional rooms (bottom right) that look as though they were built in the nineteenth century, contrast with the contemporary designer bathroom (above right and bottom left). Sliding paper-covered doors link each room. The vertical and horizontal lines that dominate the design of traditional rooms contribute to their simplicity and tranquility.
The long wooden terrace acts as an intermediate space between the house and courtyard. Managing a southern exposure is important in hanok. The broad eaves keep the sun out in summer but allow it to warm the terrace and walls of the house in winter. Exquisite craftsmanship and attention to detail are the hallmarks of this house.

The combination granite block and brick wall and small tile-roofed gate (top left and right), which mimicks the curve of the house roof, contribute to the low profile of the house along the alley, helping it blend into the neighborhood. The artistry of the woodworking and complexity of the roof structure are apparent in the balcony of the elevated wing (bottom left) and corner eaves outside the dining wing (bottom right).
Jiwuheon
House of Continuous Learning
지우헌
Located at the top of the hill in Gahoe-dong, this house, built in 2011, combines traditional Korean architecture and contemporary features to create an integrated whole. As a leading figure in the field of design in Korea, the owner has a deep love and appreciation of traditional Korean architecture and craftsmanship and her efforts in raising awareness of and promoting good design in Korea have helped turn the country into the competitive design powerhouse that it is today.

To her, craftsmanship is critical to good design. She built her hanok to show her support for traditional craftsmanship and to help preserve it for future generations. Building a hanok involves a number of specialized trade skills: woodwork, stonework, brickwork, metalwork, roof tiling and, of course, paper making. If hanok were not built, these skilled artisans would be out of a job and their craft would not be passed to their apprentices and down the generations.

The design of the exterior spaces of the house is unconventional for a hanok. From the traditional tile-capped main gate, a set of stairs to the right leads up to a small paved courtyard that sits between the two protruding wings of the house. A glass roof over the courtyard allows it to be used on rainy days.

From the entrance to the house, another set of stairs leads down to a large area under the main body of the house, much like a sunken garden. To the right of this sunken area is the entrance to the semi-basement, which contains a multimedia room with a raised platform on which the owner practices pansori, a Korean genre of musical storytelling performed by a vocalist and a drummer. Directly in front of the stairs is a raised wooden floor with a low wooden table down the center, one end supported on a large stone. The platform-like floor is a cool sitting area for entertaining in the hot summer months.

Because of the owner’s interest in design and craftsmanship, the house has a number of time-honored details rarely seen in renovated hanok. For example, some of the papered closet doors have traditional-style paintings of flowers, birds and insects on them, adding a decorative touch to the minimalist hanok interior. Moreover, the posts on the parts of the house facing the courtyard are adorned with white juryeon, or post plaques, carved with sayings, most commonly in classical Chinese, which express the wishes and tastes of the owner.
In keeping with Korean tradition, spaces in the house have different functions. A wide hall, for example, has been turned into an open space for writing and studying.

The owner of the house is a connoisseur of traditional Korean arts and crafts, reflected in such items as the silk bedspread made using old quilting techniques, the writing brushes made by traditional brush maker Pilmu Yu (each takes 2–3 months to make from natural materials) and the rigid oval hand fan.

A stone statue of a tiger by artist Chehyun Oh and a pot plant in a ceramic bowl adorn the second entrance to the house. Plants soften the starkness of the wall behind.
LEFT AND ABOVE The dining room and adjoining kitchen occupy a large area that allows for friendly informal gatherings amid the elegance of an open hanok ceiling. The imaginative twig-covered light fixture above the long wooden table was specially commissioned for the dining area.

FOLLOWING SPREAD The long, narrow window in the kitchen not only provides privacy but evokes a traditional Korean ink painting in the way it frames the undulating roof lines of the neighboring houses. The contemporary red lacquer cabinet, made by lacquer expert Yongbok Jeon, draws on the tradition of fine lacquer furniture in Korea. The natural lacquer is resistant to humidity and insects as well as being waterproof.
OPPOSITE The bedroom seamlessly mixes traditional hanok aesthetics, such as the varnished paper floor, with contemporary Western-style furniture.

THIS PAGE Compared to many other hanok, the house includes a number of modern conveniences, such as built-in vanities, alongside traditional artifacts like the floor cushions and low lacquered table.
With its multiple layers of windows and doors open in summer, the tea room lets the outside in, but in winter can be turned into an intimate closed space. Hanok doors are made in sets of two, four, six or eight. In the four-set doors in this tea room, the two center doors are pulled to each side. A low-railed balcony decorated with a simple grid design surrounds three sides of the tea room. Designed by furniture and light designer Donghui Hong, the tea room table is formed from a large slab of treated old wood, supported at one end by a wooden leg and at the other by a large stone. The wood and stone combination adds a touch of rusticity to the refined environment of the hanok.
LEFT AND RIGHT: The open sitting space under the house, reached by a set of stairs near the entrance, evokes the scale of a country estate and is a perfect setting for traditional Korean musical performances. The sturdy posts supporting the roof are set on stone bases (right) to prevent rotting from contact with soil or water. The paneled ceiling (above) is a rare example of this type of traditional ceiling in a contemporary hanok. Here, as in the tea room, one end of the rustic table, designed by Donhui Hong, is supported by a stone. The roll-down fabric blinds are used for privacy and give the space a small, more intimate feeling.
The juxtaposition of traditional Korean tea room and modern patio with glass roof (see page 13, center) and all-weather Western-style furniture illustrates how many preservation-minded Koreans have embraced a mix of old and new for modern living.

The complexity of the entrance gate roof is apparent from the room and patio.

The tile-capped entrance gate (top left) flanked by a combination granite block and brick wall reflects the architecture of the hanok behind. Tableware in the tea room ranges from a traditional iron stove and kettle (bottom left) to a modern white ceramic tea set (top right). A contemporary floral decoration (bottom right) adds color to the dining area.
Simsimheon
House Where the Heart is Found

심심헌
Sitting on the main street in Gahoe-dong, this hanok pays homage to traditional Korean aesthetics. The owner is active in neighborhood affairs and welcomes neighbors into her home for discussions on local concerns. She also opens the house to the public on weekends as a way of promoting a deeper understanding of hanok. The name of the house, “Simsimheon,” is a play on words that reflect the owner’s openness toward others. The literal meaning is “a house for collecting your mind” but the word simsim also means “to be at a loose end,” a metaphorical invitation for people to drop by whenever they are free.

The house, which is set above a fully submerged basement, is shaped like the Korean letter giyeok (ㄱ), with a large, ornate numaru, or elevated room, that projects southward. The main room, the daecheong maru at right angles to it, opens on two sides and offers stunning views of Seoul on one side and the large courtyard on the other. The courtyard itself is interesting because it contains two pine trees, which extend the metaphor of relaxation implied by the name of the house. Traditionally, pines were not planted inside an estate because it was thought they would make the people who lived there lazy. Here, they are an invitation to relax and get away from the world of work.

As the owner spent some time in Latin America, she wanted the hanok to reflect her time there. The house has a warm feeling, be it from the sun, wood or tiles. The wood, inside and out, casts a warm tone, and the basement, which is not visible from the outside, also has a cozy atmosphere. A space between the interior and exterior walls of the basement prevents it from developing a musty smell, an important architectural innovation.

The house has a number of details that reflect the owner’s love of hanok. The narrow balcony around the numaru has an ornately carved railing. The doors to the wood-floored daecheong maru fold up and can be hung from the ceiling in the traditional way of opening up the house to the outside in warm weather. The paper on the doors to the bedroom has been treated in the traditional way with oil to strengthen it, which also gives it a special glow in the light. Some of the large cross beams in the house are exquisite pieces of antique wood salvaged from larger hanok that have been demolished.

Although the house is a new construction, it fits in seamlessly with the Gahoe-dong streetscape. The pattern of the band of bricks above the stones on the exterior wall creates a warm image, which foreshadows the interior. By mixing hints of Latin-inspired warm tones with traditional Korean architecture, this house creates a sensibility all of its own.
LEFT The view from the terrace of the main room shows how the house embraces the contours of the sloping site. In the background, the high-rise buildings of central Seoul are in complete architectural contrast to this beautiful oasis of calm.

ABOVE In Korean, the word for window and door is the same because windows, such as those in this little tea room, can also be used as doors.
LEFT The Goryeo Period (918–1392) ceramics on top of the mother-of-pearl inlay lacquer ware table in the main room pay homage to the understated but powerful beauty of Korean art.

RIGHT The owner collects a variety of antique Korean ceramics, including pieces that were used by commoners, such as the small black pot on a low chest in the tea room.
Painting the ends of exposed rafters white became popular in the twentieth century but traditionally, as shown here, they were left untouched.

The house has a number of details that older Koreans remember from their childhood, such as the colorful quilted bedding (top right) and the black rubber shoes (bottom right).
Seonyudang
House of Sharing and Kindness

선유당
This is an interesting example of a mid-sized city *hanok* that feels bigger than it actually is. Located on a picturesque street near Gye-dong, the house was first renovated in 2006 and became known to passersbys for its dark wood and playful brick design. The current owner renovated the house in 2012 for use as a living-cum-work space. She hired Guga Urban Architecture, a firm founded by the noted architect Junggoo Cho. Since the early 2000s, Cho has taken the lead in a number of restoration and new construction projects throughout Korea, merging contemporary needs with traditional *hanok*.

The owner, who runs a cultural foundation, wanted a home that projected an open and welcoming image. To create a feeling of space, the architect opened up the house by removing fixed internal walls and by installing floor-to-ceiling picture windows to take advantage of the spectacular view of Mt Inwangsan to the west. The view through the windows is of rows of *hanok* and their curving roofs. Taking the idea of “borrowed scenery” a step further, the glass ceiling-height window in the courtyard offers an unobstructed view to the entrance.

With the internal walls removed, the ceiling, already high compared to other city *hanok*, adds to the open feel of the house. The long part of the house has a southern exposure and natural light flows to all parts of the house. The combination of space, light and outside views creates an open atmosphere that is difficult to find in other *hanok*. The openness of the house also highlights the warm beauty of the wood, an important reminder of the importance of wood in *hanok* aesthetics.

To make the best use of the available space, the house has an abundance of built-in storage. Some of the kitchen fixtures are mounted on casters, allowing them to be pulled out when needed, which opens up the space above for storage. In the *deacheong maru*, or main room, tables for tea are stored in a narrow space between the wall and the floor, becoming a shelf when stored. Outside, the lower stone walls of the exterior protrude more than usual to accommodate bookshelves hidden behind sliding doors.

In the hands of an owner and an architect who both love and appreciate *hanok*, this house has become a bright, warm space that celebrates openness and the beauty of borrowed scenery.
ABOVE AND LEFT Floor-heated rooms in a *hanok*, like this one, are generally small in order to conserve energy in the winter months. The large windows and sliding door (above), with a half-wall behind for privacy, make an interesting contrast to the rhythmic curves of the tiled roofs visible at eye level from the room. A tasteful mix of antique and contemporary furniture (right) gives the room a modern, urban feel.
Most small hanok lack adequate storage space but this one is an exception. Things are kept organized with clever storage ideas, such as the narrow shelves below the exterior windows (top left) and the built-in cupboards surrounding an alcove (right). The copper sink in the bathroom (above) evokes the tradition of handcrafted Korean metalwork, a common feature of traditional hanok. The courtyard (left) leading off the main room extends the living space and allows furniture, such as this striking red armchair and white table, to be kept outside in fine weather.
Pot gardens used to be common in older neighborhoods in Seoul. The pot garden in this courtyard plays on that history and allows the plants to be moved for sun and shade as needed. The simple, undecorated wall behind the courtyard adds to the bright feeling of the house and harmonizes with its contemporary features and furnishings.
Bansongjae

Studio Cherishing an Old Pine Tree as a Lifelong Friend

반송재
Hugging the side of a hill in Samcheong-dong, this house was completed in 2010 with the help of Moonho Lee, a local architect trained in traditional architecture. Surrounded by sturdy granite walls, the house comprises two conjoined hanok, each about 150 square meters with its own 50-square meter garden above two new semi-basements, added to provide the necessary space for work and living. The former director of the National Museum of Korea lives here and continues her work as one of Korea’s leading art historians through a research institute that operates in part of the house. The upper house, or sarangchae, is mostly for guests and entertaining and the lower house, or anchae, contains her private living quarters and library. The functional division of the houses reflects the traditional division of space in Korean houses between men’s quarters where men welcomed guests and women’s quarters where women cooked and raised children.

The owner’s passion for hanok goes back to the mid-1990s when she led a project to restore architecturally important hanok in the southern part of Korea. After finishing that project, she turned her attention to hanok in Bukchon and became an important voice in calling for preservation of the area. She poured years of experience into this house and it shows clearly in the details. The upper house, for example, has an elevated room with a wooden floor. Known as a numaru, the small room has windows that open outward on three sides, capturing stunning views of Mt Inwangsan to the west.

The outstanding feature of the house are its proportions. Critical to hanok aesthetics is an elegant balance between the height of the building and the length of the eaves. City hanok of the 1930s compromised this aesthetic because of the lack of space, but this house recreates the beauty of a traditional hanok estate through proportion and spacing between the buildings.

The research institute in the semi-basement of the lower house, which has a separate entrance from the street, is full of thousands of art books, research materials and the owner’s collection of antiques. The semi-basement in the upper house is one large open living area with Western-style furniture and plenty of space in which to relax and entertain guests, and a pristine white kitchen. Because it is sited one level higher, it receives light from the courtyard of the lower house.
The painting above the window of the *numaru* of the lower house is how Seon Jeong (1676–1759), one of Korea’s most famous landscape painters, perceived Mt Inwangsan, which appears in full view through the window. The *numaru* is connected to the owner’s bedroom.

Composed of two small *hanok* connected to make one, the reconstructed house has many small spaces, such as this exterior walkway in the upper house.

The modern semi-basement of the upper house is a multi-purpose space for relaxing and entertaining guests.
Despite the small spaces, the lack of buildings surrounding the house allows light to come in, which subtly enhances the owner’s collections of hair combs and weaving shuttles, among other items. The bedroom of the lower house (top right) has paper-covered glass windows.

The owner lives and works in the house, which gives it a friendly, lived-in look, such as this room in the upper house. Many of the modern amenities inside the house are shielded from view by wood-framed lattice doors.
Open latticed doors of the wood-floored main room of the upper house (left) frame a lovely view of the courtyard, which is gently shaded by a gnarled pine tree. Interesting artifacts, such as an old mortar (below right), are dotted around the sand garden of the upper house. The owner likes to relax by making small crafts from wood left over from the construction of the house, such as the flowers on the balcony of the upper house numaru (above right). Her workroom, with a workbench and tools (above left), is located in the main room of the lower house.
Moto Hanok

Moto House

모토한옥
Situated on a quiet street in Samcheong-dong that tourists have yet to discover, this house is a robust if not idiosyncratic example of a mixed hanok. The owner/architect who designed the renovations wanted to create a playful space that his family could enjoy and grow up in. Like most other hanok in Bukchon, the house was originally built in the 1930s as part of a city hanok development project. The houses in the Samcheong-dong district were more modest than the ones in neighboring Gahoe-dong.

The lifting of building restrictions in the 1990s allowed several modern buildings to be constructed nearby. To block these from view, the owner raised the level of the courtyard area so that the line of vision went above the modern structures. Because he also needed more space for his family, he created a full-height basement. The raised courtyard allows for a high ceiling in the living areas. A skylight set into the deck, with mirrors on all sides, reflects light down into the basement and adds to the impression of space. A small sitting space above the kitchen offers views of the house, the neighborhood, downtown Seoul to the south and Gyeongbokgung Palace and Mt Inwangsan to the west.

In addition to playing with layers and viewpoints, the owner/architect also played with light and color. The kitchen cabinets and much of the rest of the house are a bright yellow green, which produces a warm, Latin feel. The owner chose green because it represents bamboo, which is an important motif in traditional Korean ink painting. The exterior wall has a window with a mesh made of roof tiles in front of it that lets light into the living area, while the kitchen gets light from skylights that fill the area between the roof and the exterior wall. The kitchen, which is next to the entrance, was designed to be the center of the house, a reflection of the owner’s Italian heritage. His father was also an architect and his childhood home was one with no doors. It was natural that he incorporate this open-space concept into his own home.

Most of the hanok renovations that began in the early years of this century focused on turning 1930s city hanok into comfortable houses imbued with the aesthetics of a traditional rural estate. This house goes in the opposite direction by creating a truly contemporary space that brings the city hanok into the twenty-first century.
OPPOSITE The courtyard has become a deck for outdoor playing and entertaining. Built-in wooden seating borders the deck. Bicycles are suspended from wall brackets below the roof eaves, keeping them out of the way as well as protecting them from the elements.

ABOVE The conversation pit in the living area was designed so that all that could be seen at eye level was the tiled roof of the house next door. The taller modern building in the distance is barely visible.
This is a fun house with a fascinating mix of conventional and innovative spaces for living, working and playing, all harmoniously linked by the bright green color scheme running through the house.
AFTER Skylights at the entrance and in the floor of the deck as well as narrow windows running below the outer edges of the ceiling let light into the basement and above-ground rooms. In addition to the wooden outdoor deck with built-in seating (top right), a small patio above the kitchen allows views of the neighborhood and beyond.

OPPOSITE The glass walls surrounding the courtyard-cum-deck create a "glass hanok" à la Philip Johnson, the influential American architect famed for his use of glass and his own Glass House residence in Connecticut.
Cheongsongjae and Neungsoheon

House of a Green Pine Tree and Trumpet Vine

청송재 와 능소헌
Located just off the artsy main street in Gye-dong in Bukchon, this is one of the very few hanok that have been renovated twice. Built in the late 1920s, the house is an early example of the emerging city hanok style. To create a larger space, two houses were combined into one during the first renovation, in 1997. Both houses, upper and lower, are shaped like the letter mieum (ㅁ) but the upper differs in having an opening in the top right corner.

The current owner, an interior designer, renovated the conjoined house in 2012 to suit his personal taste, which reflects the sensibilities of a new generation of Koreans who move effortlessly between Korean and Western culture. The result is an interior that encompasses the visual angles of an older city hanok while creating a contemporary, almost hip, ambience. The formal dining room in the upper house, for example, combines the aesthetics of traditional beams with a modern ceiling and post-World War II minimalist Danish furniture. Likewise, the living room combines a traditional exposed beam ceiling with a cutting-edge ethanol-burning fireplace.

The upper house serves as both a living and work space for the owner whose office is located in what was once the daecheong maru, or main room. The office is flooded with natural light and has views of a small garden to the north and the madang, or courtyard, to the south. Parts of the courtyard contain moss gardens that surround a few stately pine trees, whereas other parts are paved with cut stone.

During his childhood, the owner and his mother frequented Insa-dong, Seoul’s antique district, on weekends. He credits his interest in design to these visits, and a number of objects he collected there are displayed around in the house. One of his favorites, and the inspiration for his hanok, is a figurine of a fictional Chinese animal whose spirit protects the house. After moving in, he gave the figurine a permanent home by placing it on one of the roof tiles in the upper house.

The lower house, where his parents live, is connected to the upper house by a narrow, almost hidden, passage. That house also has moss and pine trees in its courtyard around which the elegant design of the latticed windows from the 1997 renovation is on glorious display. In the 2012 renovation, the owner took great care to maintain the integrity of the original houses as a testament to the past while adding modern amenities not hinted at from the exterior. The layer of renovation and mix of uses give new meaning to the concept of mixed hanok.
Traditionally, hanok courtyards are left open and become an “exterior living space” but in this house they have been turned into decorative gardens. Gutters along the edges of the shortened eaves, typical of city hanok, catch rainwater to prevent it damaging the timber structure below.

Wide sliding doors open the living room to the outside and make the small room feel bigger.

The mixture of stone, moss and pine trees in the courtyard draws on the iconography of traditional Korean ink painting.
**ABOVE** The pine trees in the courtyard garden are reminiscent of a mountain village far from Seoul. Surrounded by nature and an open sky, the hanok is a soothing and inspirational place in which to live and work.

**RIGHT** Modernity again meets tradition in this guest bedroom. The creative use of color and a simple headboard and bedding accentuate the gently curving ceiling and collection of traditional Korean painting and calligraphy.
The small home office under a handsome ceiling in the former *daecheon maru*, or main room, of the upper house is divided by a glass partition into a private work space for the owner and a meeting place for clients and colleagues. The whiteness of the walls and paper-covered windows is offset by the blue-and-white ceramics on the glass shelves, designed by Teo Yang and manufactured in Thailand, and the colorful figures on the floor.
The elegant dining room, complete with vintage rosewood table, has a practical Carrara marble tiled floor. The air-conditioning unit above the mirrored storage cupboard on the right is hidden behind wooden slats. The tableware and lamps on the buffet against the far wall were designed by Teo Yang.

For older Koreans, this small guest room evokes memories of the small bedrooms they grew up with. The attached bathroom at the end is a practical contemporary touch.

The garden in the courtyard of the lower house helps break up a large symmetrical space and makes it feel more intimate.
The owner is fond of plants, which are found even in the smallest of places throughout the house, including eight small courtyards. The courtyard-cum-dining area at top left is located off the hall that leads from the living room to the owner's bedroom. The dark pots on the structure behind the steps are called *onggi* and are the traditional way of storing *kimchi* and other condiments. The fish-painted ceramics (above right), known as Haeju pots, are from North Korea's Hwanghae Province and were made toward the end of the Joseon Dynasty.

The layered roofs of the upper and lower houses are covered with the original roof tiles, which create a fascinating mosaic of earth tones. Trees peep through the two exposed courtyards.
Changseongdong Jip

House in Changseong-dong

창송동집
The cliché “good things come in small packages” is an apt description of this contemporary city hanok designed by owner/architect Seungmo Seo. Located in Changseong-dong in the Seochon area of Seoul, the house is an excellent example of how a small hanok can be remodeled to suit a contemporary lifestyle. Seochon is located on the opposite side of the Gyeongbokgung Palace from its more famous cousin Bukchon. The hanok in Seochon are smaller than in Bukchon and there was far less mass-scale hanok development in the 1930s.

Because many houses in Seochon are small, the challenge is how to make the best use of the given space. The owner first became interested in hanok because its unique form offered a number of architectural challenges. With this house, he decided to shrink the size of the madang, or courtyard, and turn what remained into a “light box.” This shifted the living space closer to the courtyard garden, which allowed him to shorten the overhangs and allow more light to penetrate the house. Along many of the exterior walls, he placed built-in closets and storage space. The kitchen is small but with all modern conveniences as the owner is an avid cook. There is ample built-in storage so the kitchen is easy to navigate and does not look crowded. The home has evolved and changed from the time of the initial renovation when the owner was a bachelor to when he became a husband and father.

Another distinctive trait of the owner’s work is the juxtaposition of old and new. Aside from the aesthetic appeal of hanok, embracing the old helps reduce costs and allows them to be renovated in stages as budgets permit. Most hanok are renovated in complete gut renovations but the owner took his time with this house and decided to leave the exterior as it was. From the outside, the house looks like another aging city hanok in Seochon except for the large white contemporary door, a contrast that makes passersby wonder what is behind it. Contemporary flair mixed with respect for the old combine to make this house distinctive among city hanok.
The house makes use of the classic architectural trick of constrained spaces opening into larger spaces (above right). This creates a sense of surprise that makes the house feel bigger. The kitchen (above left), though small, has air-conditioning, sleek kitchen appliances and ample storage in cupboards or on fitted shelves.

This view from the kitchen into the dining room illustrates how built-in storage, including open shelving, helps keep a small space free of clutter.
The only enclosed room in the house is the bathroom. In a radical departure from tradition, in which small rooms are the norm, the rest of the house is one large open plan divided into specific areas by furniture.

The architect, who is also an avid cook, has made space for an intimate dining area with a retro mid-twentieth century feel.
Hwadongjae
House of Becoming One with Others
Located on a picturesque site in the village of Joanni, this is the only house in the book not in a dense urban setting. At first glance, the pastoral location makes it the most traditional house in the book, but its modern wing, though clothed in a traditional exterior and sited at the foot of an old hanok, turns the house into a mix of old and new.

The entrance to the house is through the modern wing, which consists of three separate buildings: a kitchen, bath house and two-storied living room, bedroom and study. The entrance is a narrow passage between the bath house and living room, which opens into a long courtyard that echoes those of city hanok. A path from the courtyard leads through vegetation and up a small hill to where the hanok sits.

The hanok is also small but the wood is of the highest quality, which gives it a delicate tone. The interior is minimalist and follows traditional aesthetics rigidly. In keeping with the need to conserve heat, the floor-heated ondol rooms are small, with thick lacquered paper on the floors and milky white Korean paper on the walls. The house has a spacious numaru, or elevated room, with a wooden floor, and a windowless enclosed porch at the end. In warm weather, the room can be opened to the porch creating a large space that is open to nature.

The owner uses the house as a second home, and thus the space is organized around the need to relax and enjoy time with family and guests. The family spends most of its time in the modern wing. Here, the kitchen and living room are bright and open to encourage people to gather and talk. The large windows have views of the garden and, from the kitchen, the hanok on the hill.

At every turn, the contrasts in the house—traditional versus modern, formal versus casual, refined versus rustic—create a stimulating mix that offers new perspectives. Because the two buildings are detached, people are brought in touch with nature as they move from one to the other. The separation of the hanok from the functional living space also liberates it from the need to be modern, thus allowing it to retain its traditional roots.
ABOVE Modern conveniences in the new wing, such as wash basins, storage and a small kitchen holding items for the tea ceremony, are hidden from view in closets that give the impression of being doors leading to another room.

OPPOSITE High quality fully dried wood is difficult to obtain in Korea but the wood in this house has an unusually rich color and shows no signs of cracking or warping. The rack on the wall of this room was formerly used for storing dry calligraphy brushes.
A stack of traditional Korean rectangular pillows is a marvelous talking point in the living room of the new wing. The pillows have square padded ends embellished with intricate, vibrant embroidery, typically related to symbols of good fortune and longevity. Embroidery is also used to decorate screens, sitting cushions and bedding covers.

Known as *baduk* in Korea, this simple wood Go game set helps family members and visitors enjoy relaxing analog play.

The *numaru* of the *hanok* (right) floats high above ground, creating a dramatic space for relaxation or entertainment. The recessed collonade-like space (left) is typical of large old *hanok* in the countryside. The rectangular stepping stones in front indicate entrances and are used for placing shoes while inside the house.
The contemporary wing of the house has open yet simple spaces with beautiful wood highlights. The spacious bath house (above left), in a separate building, allows for family bathing as is common in hot springs in Korea, especially for fun bath times for the grandchildren. The dining area (above right) is an extension of the open-plan kitchen.

The walk from the *hanok* to the contemporary wing goes through trees that hide the contemporary wing from view. The bath house is on the left.

As the spiritual heart of the house, the kitchen invites people to gather and mingle over relaxing meals. Designed by Songryong Cho, the ceiling is made of pine wood planks and the cabinets, countertop and sink are by Italian kitchen specialist Boffi.
ABOVE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT Chimneys are no longer used in city hanok where pipes carrying hot water heat the floors, but this one is part of the traditional wood-burning system used to heat the hanok wing. A corner of the hanok veranda railing, a collage-like granite wall and a sunken stone mortar under the balcony of the hanok exemplify the long-established taste and artistry of Korean designers and artisans.

OPPOSITE Surrounded by trees, the house’s new wing, built in the 2000s, looks as if it has been there for centuries.
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Nani Park was born in Korea but grew up in Hawaii, which gives her a special perspective as both an insider and outsider of Korea. Currently residing in Seoul, she initiated this project when she noticed the lack of published material on traditional Korean houses (hanok). Nani lived in a hanok when she was young and wanted to share her experience of modern-day hanok life. An award-winning illustrator and art educator with a Master’s degree in fine arts from the School of Visual Arts in New York, Nani has been in the art industry for over two decades. She continues to express her art in different media, as seen in this book.
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Hanok: The Korean House provides new insights into the stylish traditional homes (hanok) that are increasingly popular in Seoul today. While the exteriors of these houses are indistinguishable from traditional hanok built decades ago, the interiors have completely changed and have been adapted in keeping with the times. Korea is a nation that has radically transformed itself in recent decades, yet amidst the glass-and-steel skyscrapers and luxury apartments, the traditional Korean home still survives and plays a surprisingly important role. This book showcases twelve very special hanok that have been selected to reflect the Korea of today, a country of traditional values with a modern approach.

The fundamental hanok design has not changed. Traditional materials of stone, wood and clay are still the only components used in the houses. They also incorporate natural elements such as wind and sunlight, and baeansim—the Chinese concept of feng shui—used to position the hanok in harmony with the natural forces and geographical features of the site. Each hanok has a unique story to tell and this book conveys those stories from the point of view of the owners, many of whom are talented architects and designers. It is intended to give the reader a feel for contemporary Korean culture and identity in a country which is now getting back in touch with its traditional roots.